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My research over this period has focused on the theory and app]icatioll of llOil-

linear time series forecasting. The purpose of time scries t'ovccasting is to l>redict

apparently random behavior about which we have little or no knowledge. A ti,ne

series is a set of values that change in time, for example, daily stock um_l<cl, prices

for a given set of firms, or the volume of the polar icc caps over the lasl. lwo milliotl

years. Recent developments in the understanding of chaotic dynanlical s\'stenls have

stimulated new approaches to time series analysis. Tllese results raise l.]le I>ossibility

that apparently random behavior may essentially be the consequellcc of cl_aol, ic be-

havior of deterministic equations with a small number of variables. My main research

effort has been to develop a theory of nonlinear time series foreca.stillg wllici, ap'plics

to chaotic time series with low levels of observ_i, ion_tl 1lois,:. I Ila\_ _,ls_, d,:vclolwcl

a. new algorithm for analyzing experimental time series data in order to ¢letermine
whether a nonlinear deterministic, as opposed to nonlinear stochastic _lmdcl is aJl

appropriate description of the data, and ha.ve ai_plied this algorit.llm I.o a wi¢lc"ra.lkgc"
of time series data. In addition to involvement in these and ol.lie.v rcscar_:l_ acl.iviLics,

I have helped organize a conference on nonlinear modeling azld I'orccastitl,," joilltlvC-)_ .

sponsored by NATO and SFI. I describe the above projects ill niorc din,all in tim

following paragraphs. Several of these projects benefited greatly froril tile excellent

computer facilities available at SFI.

State Space Reconstruction.

I have developed a theoretical approach to state space reconstruction i_l collabora-

tion with Doyne Farmer, Stephen Eubank and John Gibson of Los :\la_nos National

Laboratory. This theory sheds light on the following practical qucstions: To what

extent are existing techniques for nonlinear forecasting optin_al'? ltow _ligllt they l_e

improved on? What are the fundamental limitations l,o sucll t,.'cl_l_i_l_,s': I_ orch:r

to construct a nonlinear forecasting model from a univariate l,i_ne scrit:s, tile first

step is to reconstruct a state space from the time series, and tb.e next step is to fit a

multivariate nonlinear function to the time series data in this state space. A theorem

of Takens shows that it is always possible to achieve the first step pe_:fectly in the a.b-

sence of noise. Using geometric insights into Takens' theorem, we have formulated a

criterion, called "distortion", for optimal state space reconstruction in tim presence of

noise. In the limit of low observational noise levels, we derive a simple expression for

the distortion. This expression quantifies the notion of "inforn_ation flow" I)cl.ween

observed and unobserved variables, and allows for numerically cfficie_l ['o_nparison of

existing reconstruction techniques. Furthermore, we are able to ana]yl.ically solve for

the optimal reconstruction technique, and find a new technique, which we call "local

principal components analysis" which minimizes distortion. This new tech_ique is

directly applicable to the forecasting of time series data. We have also de,'ived scaling

laws which govern the behavior of the distortion in certain limits. When applied to

high dimensional "complex" dynamical systems, these scaling laws imply that, in the
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presence of a small amount of noise, knowledge of a univariate time series is i,lsuffi-

cient to make even short term forecasts. Consequently, such time series behave more

like those from random processes than deterministic chao:.

Deterministic versus stochastic nonlinear modeling.

I have developed an exploratory technique for investigating how much of tile iv-

regularity in an aperiodic time series is due to low-dimensional chaotic dyllanfics,

as opposed to stochastic or high-dimensional dynamics. The idea is to construct

nonlinear models with a variable smoothing parameter which at one extreme defines

a deterministic model, and at the other extreme defines a linear stochastic model.

Intermediate values of the smoothing parameter define nonlinear stochastic models.

The accuracy of the resulting short-term forecasts as a function of the smootlling

parameter reveals much about the underlying dynamics generating the time series.

I have applied the technique to a variety of experimental and naturally occfirring

time series data generated from" electronic circuits, fluid turbulence, flame _{y_atllic._,

sl)eccl, , electroencephelograms, measles epidemics and sunspots. In contrast to di-

tlwnsion algorithms, the results show that this algorithm is not the sort of t_ncritical

i_roceclttre tha.t identifies low-dimensional chaos everywhere. On the other ha.nd, the

algorithm detected strong evidence for nonlinear forecastability in several of the tithe
series.

Other projects.

In a collaboration with John Gibson, Doyne Farmer and Stephen Eul)ank, we lla.vo

shown that the principal components analysis introduced into time series a ilalysis by

13roomhead and King is related in a. precise sense to modeling a t.imo <o,.i,,= ,,,_;_,.,,:

derivative coordinates. This research has lead us to a deeper understanding of tho

advantages and limitations of principal components analysis as applied t.o chaotic
time series.

In a collaboration with Timothy Sauer and James Yorke of the University of

Ma.ryland, we have extended Takens' theorem in several directions. It has boca nu-

merically observed that the embedding dimension predicted by Takens' theotcm ca_t

be decreased for many purposes of time series modeling, and that the conclusions of

Takens' theorem hold with full measure, rather than just generically. Our naathemat-
ical results shows how these observations are a consequence of extensions to Takens'
theorem.

Motivated by conversations with Norman Hunter of Los Alamos National l,ab-

oratory, I have formulated a dynamical systems approach to analyzing time serics

.- f,'om input-output systems. An input-output system is one in which I,Iterc arc two

forms of observed time series: the input (or stimulus) driving tim svst:em, and the

output (or response) of the system. For example in vibration testing experiments, a

meclaanical system is often driven by a controlled series of random inputs to simulate

a noisy environment, and both the inputs and outputs from the system are available

for analysis. Norman Hunter has applied the new approach to vibration testing data,

and in strongly nonlinear cases obtained forecasts superior to those obtained with

existing techniques. He also identified nonlinearity in ice age data, where the itlput
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is taken to be the solar intensity, as estimated from celestial mechanics.
NATO-SFI Conference

Together with Doyne Farmer and Stephen Eubank, I organized a, collference on

IloilliIlcar lllodeling and forecasting at Santa Fe in September 1990. We are currently

editing submissions from the invited speakers into a proceedings volume. This volume

will bring together articles from authors coming from many different disciplines, a.nd
I expect it to be a valuable source of references. The conference also stinlula.ted

interest in a time series competition, to be held at the Santa Fe Institute in tim Fall

of 1991. I have also been involved in writing review articles on nonlinea.r modeling

and forecasting for other conference proceedings volumes.

Biographical note.

Due to lack of suitable job opportunities in the academic sector, I have decided

to pursue my research activities in the private sector, starti_lg July 1991. Alth6ug]l

tl_cre is interest in nonlinear time series forecasting in tim acad_-_nic sector, the' curr_'nt,

recession has severely limited the possible job opportunities. Also, nonlinear tinm

series forecasting is an interdisciplinary activity, and as suclt has llot esta.blislmd a.

secure niche within the university departmental systenl, l_ossibly this situation will

change in the future.
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States

Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
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